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CHAPTER-1 

NATURE OF OIL MARKET: AN OPEC PROSPECTIVE 

Oil is such a precious commodity, which not only determines 

the modernisation and development of a state but also every one's 

health, wealth and the happiness, because oil is an integral part 

of our daily life. There are very few issues which do not involve 

oil in some way or another. Dening the last two decades the oil 

consumption and production patterns have witnessed change in the 

global oil market. Earlier there were only two major oil 

consuming countries in the World. One was North Amrica and the 

other was Europe. These were only two regions which req~ired 60 

percent of the World's oil production. After 1990's two more 

regions have came to the consumption market, one is Asia- pecfic 

and other one is Latin America. 

On production side;about 60 percent of the world's oil have 

coming from Arbian Gulf,North Amrica and Soviet Union. Since 1990 

the number of oil producing countries were reached to more than 

eighty. Out of these Arbian Gulf, North Amrica and Soviet Union 
L 
w~e contributed by half of the total oil production. , 

In 1996, the world oil consumption is more than 70 mn b/d. 

But due to new discoveries and improved production methods 

reserve were estimated to ~ast more than a hundred years. These 

countries claim that oil would run out by turn of the century. A 
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major push to find alternative energy sourcess was initiated a 

reaction to the alarming prospects, but the cost of developing 

alternative exceeded that of finding more oil.l 

Much has changed ln the oil industry since establishment of 

OPEC which is formed, about more than 35 years ago. The world now 

a days is blessed with more energy resourcess than at in 

history .1 Since 1970 1 s and upto mid 1980 1 s the oil market has 

gone through major changes. In the post -1973 period, (first oil 

shock) the consuming countries changed their policy of demand 

through the conservation policy and use of alternative sourcess 

of energy. The use of energy per head in the OECD countries was 

declined by 6 percent. The OPEC 1 s share of the world oil 

production declined from 67.7 percent to 48 percent in the same 

period.2 

The world oil market witnessed two major price shocks in the 

1970's: the 1973/74 quardrupling of oil prices and the 1879/1980 

doubling of oil prices. Each price increases was followed by 

structural changes ln the market. It has proved to be as 

significant as the price increase itself. The period following 

the first price shock was marked by pledges and commitments to 

develop alternative sourcess of energy. The sense of urgency 

1. Ali-al-Nasim, "Oil Industry: Challenge and Change'', MEES, 
3910, 18 Nov., 1996. 

2. Dr. Abal-Mushal- Mud "OPEC and World Oil Marekt Situation", 
3 9 : 2 8 , 8 , April , MNES ,· 19 9 6 . 
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soon began to fade away as the Wt.l .. 1 recess1un and cllanginq 

energy ratio reduced the demend fo1 iiFEC oil by 11 percent in 

1975. Normal OPEC prices began to decline throughout the period. 

It is due to decline of dollar value and the infJation on the 

price of oil. It shows that real crude cost of Japan and West 

Germany declined by 1974 to !978.3 

The 1975 recession was short lived and the world econo~y 

grew at healthy rates during the 1970-l978 period. The o~conomy 

of industrialised countries grown by an average of 3. 4 percent 

per year, and the economy of developing world by 5% per year, 1n 

real terms. During the same period the decline price of oil and 

that relative claim in the world 01~ ~arket led to a change in 

outlook from fear and pessimism to complaceney and optimism. 

Stocks of o-il were down to minimum level preparations for· 

emergency contingencies were reduced ~o rhetoric,and effort to 

build up alternative source of energy s:owed significantly. 

At the time of Il·inian revoulation, (1979) the world oil 

market was totally unprepared to deal with any crisis; Although 

more oil was produced in.l979 t~en in 1978,the masive stockpiling 

policies in of oil companies,the breakdown 1n distribution 

networks, and the-general disary in t~~ market played hovoc with 

pricess. The pricess ·dent up and :T,al:ket outlook changed once 

again from optisim to r~ssimism. The ieclione of c1l de~and in 

3. Dr. Fadhil Chalabi; "Structural Limitation on OPEC Policy 
Options, MEES, 39:28, April, 1996. 
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the market during 1980-82,pricess declined. Once again oil 

industry and government faced the problem of suppliers. 

Another significant change came across in the market during 

the peri6d 1985. In 1985, when Saudi Arbi~ gave up the swing role 

and announced netback pricing, which effectively broke down the 

price making role i.n the market. OPEC subsequ~ntly became the 

only range-maker, with price determinatiop being left to an 

increaseingly competat i ve in the market. The system muddled .. 
along until the Iraqi invasion Kuwait and the subsequent 

imposition of sanction at a stroke removed the· excess capacity. 

The Gulf crisis of 1990-91 caused a major disruption of oil 

supply with the stoppage of exports of about 4 m b/d from· Iraq, 

and Kuwait from augu~t 1990,in the world oil market. The crisis 

caused the aditional supply to meet the short fall.4 

After Gulf war the oil market structurally changed due to 

the growth of development economy, policies of oil consuming 

countries, taxation and the envirnment~l and the balance of 

payments problems; Between the year of :1,990-93 the woFld oil 

demand was very less.··Duting this period only South East Asia oil 

consumption was growing substantially. 

Although market was offset by the decline of oil consumption 

ln former socialist countries (excepting China) .· In the period 

4. Fesharik and Isaak, "QPEC, The Gulf, and the Petroleum 
Market. Collier Macmilion Publsihers. London, 1979. OPEC, 
The Gulf and the Petroleum Market by Fesharik Q Isaak. 
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of 1989 to 1994, the world oil consumption outside the former 

Soviet Union and Easte~n Europe gr~w by 4.6 -mn b/d less than 1mn 

b/d per year. 

The OPEC member's share of world oil output increased from 

28.7 percent to 40.7 percent during the period from 1985 to 1994. 

Crude oi output of the J:2 member states from 15.17 million 

barrels perday to 24.85· million :b/d during· the same per~od, an 

increase of 63.8 percent. As far OPEC's exports of crude oil and 
o' 

petroloum products,is concured, at rose from 13.1 million b/d to 

21.7 million b/d during the years 1985-1994, an increament of 

65.6 percent, while its share of world exports rise 42.9 

percenrtof 52.1 percent over the same span of time.s 
l 

' 
I 

Since 1990's,· -the OPEC oil has been facing two major 

threats, one is natural gas from demand side and other is from 

non-OPEC supply side which has discussed be}ow. 

FROM SUPPLY SIDE: 

1. INCREASE OF NON-OPEC SUPPLY. One of the main reasons 

Rehind the rise in .non-OPEC· production is due _to favourable' 

upstream :i,nvestmeht off~red by majo:r:- oil companies. Second 

reason behind the increase of non-OPEC supply is advances in 

technology, imp~oved production management,cost cutting and 

5. Dr .0 Subroto, Major Energy Issues in the 1990s: An OPEC 
Pr~spective. pp. 1-6, OPEC Balleton, 1993. 
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restructing and stragetic alliances in the industry. Thirdly, the 

third reason increase of ·oil production from north· sea, 

pariicularly Norway. 

It 1s due to growing of non OPEC supply the oil market has 

darmatically changed·. Since 1985, the demand for oil has 

increased world wide by about 6. 8 million barrels per day,. to 

rea~h a leveL of 65.4 m'b/d in 1992.6 

So •. far as, supply side is concerned, the change in- the 

prod~ction of the US and FSU has decline, which was not ofset by 

increase in China and other non OPEC countries. Therefore OPEC 

prod~ction of crude oil and natural gas liquid increased from 

17.00 m b/d in 1985 1
, to 26 mn b/d in 1992. Although all OPEC 
I 

regions ·shared. the ~ncreas~d production of crude oil and natural 

gas liquids, the middle eastern members countries captured about 

two.third of this increase,reflacting regions large reserve base, 

because of higher production' capacity and competative nature of 

market policy.? 

OPEC produccion in Febuary, 1993, ava~ge was 25.30 m b/d 

.production in Kuwait and Iran increased by 14,700 b/d and 73~000 

b/d, respectively~ Saudi Arbia, Libi~. Qatar and Venezulea. 

reduce their production by 75,000 b/d, 26,700 b/d, 7, 000 b/d 

6. CS First Bostn, ."Global .Energy Resources" OPEC Review, 1995. 

7. Robert Mabro, 
Feb. 1993 

"OPEC ahd the Price of Oil, MEES, pp 

6 
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respectively production in other countries showed no change 

.. compared to January 1993. 

Total OPEC production in febu-ary was about 1. 29 m b/d higher . . . 
than the· coressponding month"in 1992, and is the highest monthly 

production ·lavel since september 19_80. 

Table-1 

WORLD CRUDE OIL SUPPLY MILLION BARRELS /DAY. 

1990 .1991 1992 1993 1994 '1995 1996 

OECD 13.61 13.88 13.98 14.2 14.8 15.0 15.5 

FSU 11.43 10.37 9.19 7.8 7.1 7.0 7.0 

CHINA 2.77 2/. 8 0 2 . 7 9 3 . 0 3.0 3.1 3.1 
----------------~- --r-- ----- -----

NON OPEC 9.45 9l69 9.77 10.~3 11.3 11.7 12.3 

NON OPEC 
NGL 2.82 3.11 3.14 3.4 3.~ 3.7 3.7 

' OPEC 'NGL 1. 87 2.03 2.i3 2.3 2. 5· 2. 6 2.6 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. 
TOTAL 42:00 41.88 41.13 41.3 41.9 42.7 44.2 
-----------------------------------------------------1 

Acccording to tpe above table, the world's crude oil. supply 
. 

has increased. slowly. The.Irtcrease of ·FSU has declined over the 

6 years period by 4.43 percent. The FSU crude oil production in 

·the 1990 was 11.43 and its production declined to the 7. 0 in 

1996. The crude oil supply of china to the world oil market has 

incr~ased_ but not significantly, it increased by .47 percent over· 
0 

the 6 years ~eriod. In 1990 when OPEC oil supply was 1.8~ the 
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Non-OPEC supply was 2.82 percent. In 1996 OPEC supply became 2.6 

and the Non-OPEC supply reached 3. 7 percent over the · 6 years 

period.8 

However, the total increase of crude oil supply is the 2;2 

percent· over the 6 years period. The abov~ table and date shows 
. 

that the consuming oil has declined from 1990, be,cause of growing 

demand of natural gas as alternative sourcess of energy. 

The world crude oi~ supply _including OECD, FSU, CHINA other 

non-OPEC, Non-OPEC NGL. OPEC NGT was 4~·.00 in 1990 and it became 

44.2 in 1996. It means 2.2 increase supply writhi~ the C yc~rs 

term. The OECD supply between the 1990-96 ·has increased in 1990 

OECD supply was 13. 6~ and in ]..996 it became 15.5. But increase 

of FSU I supply of oil has decreased by 4. t13 between the ,period of 

1990 ·to 1996. 9o 

FROM DEMAND SIDE: 

Since 1990 the demand of oil has decreased due to various 

factors, Firstly the natural gas as an alternative sourcess of 

energy. 

Secondly, the demand of oil· has been dampend by the taxes 

imposed the petrouloum products in consuming countries. 

8. Blair, Johan, M., "The Control· of Oil", London Press, 1976. 

9. Ferrier and A. Furseno, "Oil in the World Economy", Lonpon 
Routtegde, 1989. 
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However, due to economic growth ln Asian countries,the 

demand of oil has increased in Asia!) countries. The gross 

national product in Asian countries gew at an annual avarage rate 

of 4. 9 percent from 19ao to 1992 in real' terms. The annual 

avarage rate of totai" GNP for 10 Asian developing countries 

reached as high as 7.1 percent in the s~me period. 

The increase in income activity Asian countries brought 

increase in energy demand in various ways. The industrial sector 

lavel of production require an·increase in the use of energy as 

an input factor. In the house hold sector income growth can 

being about increased demand for energy appliences and swift 

toward more energy ~epartment life style. In addition, income 

growth in developing·: can often promote shift in fuel use from 
I 

tradit·ional energy like fuels woods, chareoal and animal residue, 
. . 

0 

to commercial energy like oil (kerosene, LPG) natural gas, and 

coal. This energy demand in the"house hold sector,energy demand 

as income growth "brings about an increase in the number and uses 

vehicle. Energy demand also grows increased economic activity 

and growth of transportati·on infrastructurer rise transportation 

demand of pa~sengers and goods:~l 

Natural Gas as Alternative source of Energy 

Since last decade the demand of natural gas has increased. 

11. Gad. G. Wilber, "The Middle East Oil .. Decrease and Beyond", 
Egssays on Political Economy" University of Harifa and o 

Proshe Dayari Centre Tel Avis on University, 1997. 
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In early time natural gas has consumesd in the oil producing 

countries for their domestic use only. but the world oil market 

affected when demand of natural gas increased in oil consuming 

counteries a~ a suitable source of energy. Since 1990, the major 

problem faced by OPEC due to increase of gas in the market. 

' 
Gas market were much more dyna~ic during the entire period, 

but the trade between Non-OPEC gas and OPEC oil intensified after 

1979. Gas completed against all oil from all sourcess but the 
•' 

market inroads by gas were especially effective vis-a-vis OPEC 

oil. OPEC bore the brunt, its out put has fallen and is still 25 

percent below its peack level of 31.5 mn b/d quite the opposite 

as true as gas, natu;ral gas output has contunied to increase 

·unvenmitingly since 1970. Since 1970 OPEC oil output fell by 25 
I 

percent wheareas a-s the competing gas out put rise· by 50 

percent;i~ fact Natural gas captured a significant share of 

OPEC's oil market during ·the past 20 years of peiiod.12 

Trend of oil demand in the market 

· The world o;il demand depends. upon many factors· like growth 

' of the world .economy, the policies .. of· the consuming countries 

including those related to taxation and the environment as ~~11 

as ·problem of balance of payments. Pl·e:v iouse:ly 

how market change due togrowth of Asian economy. 

..: •· ..LL. 

12. Shaikh Ahmad Zaki Yammi, "Worrying Times .Ahead for OPEC", 
MEES, 39:28, 8,· April, 1996. 
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.OPEC's share of world oil production (excluding output of 

the communist world) had declined dramitically ·from peak of 61 

percent in ~979 to 41 percent in 1885. This was had enough for 

OPEC,but what was worse was the fact that the non communist wdrld 

oil market had been shinking by I MN barels per year on avarage in 

the last five years before·1985. 

Since 1990, OPEC~ s" .share of global oil output (excvluding 
o' 

the Soviet Union, China and others) has declined by only 1. 5 

percentage points. Inspite of global oil demand risi~g the power 

of OPEC has became secondary since 1990. During the period of 

1993,0PEC did not abLe ~o capture a greatere share of global oil 

market due to its bad:. policy and increase of Non OPEC production. 

Ih this effect, OPEC· has pursuded · a delibarate policy of keeping 

its oil out consent since 1993 . to 1996. However, since the mid 

1995 OPEC quata system has been leaking cortsistantly. 

11 



WORLD CRUDE OIL DEMAND MILLION B/D. 

1990 1991 ).992 1993 "1994 

OECD 36.62 36.5 36 91 37.30 38.3 

G7 31.08 30.87 31.28 31.8 32.5 

OECD 5.54 5.58 5.63 5:7 5.8 

WORLD 27.55 27:99 28.00 27.9 28.1 

USSR 8.97 u !3.55 .7. 33 5.5 

EST EUROPE 1.20 0.~9 1.00 1.0 

CHINA ·2. 36 2.44 2.73 2.9 

OPEC 4.10 4.30 4.54 4.8 

PACFIC RIM 2.72 2.95 3.30 3.7 

OTHER 8-71 

TOTAL 
WORLD 

I 

64·.17 64.44 ?4.91 66.5 

Source- OPEC Bull~ton 1990-96. 

4.7 

1.1 

3.1 

4.9 

4.0 

10.4 

66.4 

,, 

1995 1996 

38.5 39.2 

32.6 ' 33.1 

6 0 6.1 

28 9 30.0 

4.6 4.5 

1.1 1.2 

3.2 3.5 

5.0 5.2 

4.3 4.6 

10.7 1],..1 

7.5 69.32 

Between the period of 1990 to 1996 the demand of crude oil 

has increased ·except Eastern Europe. In 1990 the demand of 
< 

Eastern Europe was 1. 20 and it declined to 0.99 in 1991. Again 
0 

1992 it increased to 1. 00 percent.13 

However, the ovrall demand declined by 0.18 over the 6 years 

period. Again the demand of Ex USSR also has declined of Ex-USSR 

13. A. L. Nasrani, Abbas, "OPEC in a Changing World Economy" New 
York~ Publication Press, i985 
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was 8.47-and declined to 4.5 percent. However, the toral crude 

oil demand has increased on the world. In the total crude oil 

was 64. 17 and it increased to 69.02 over the span of 6 years. 

The demand of world crude oil ·has incYeased due to the increasing 

demand of crude oil in the Asian market. 

From the above analysis it is clear·that OPEC role in the 

world oil market has became secondary, because of him three 

factors which were responsible for it. First, there are the wide 

spread phenomena of lack of transparancy and absence of 

accountablity. The political system of OPEC countries are not 

representative in form. The monarchi~al political system always 

lacks proper account?blity and checks and balances. The oil 

indust_ry is huge business billions of dollars are invested and 

collected annually. 
1 

The authortarian .nature of state led tq 

mismana~ement of its resourcess. In case of Gulf crisis 1990-91 

caused a significant harm to the oil industry. 

Secondly, the dramatic development over the past two decades 

and in many respect the OPEC members states have left their 

imprint o·n the domestic social and ·economic scences. The 

freequent changes 9f policy by the O~EC governments in terms of" 

resourcess allocation the OPEC powe_r has' became secondary. 

Increase of the Arab oil producing countries,oil revenue's 

shareof total resourcess increased from 62.6 percent in 1987 to 

73.8 percent in 1993,while tax revenue decreased from 48 to 18.6 

• percent non tax revenue fell from 7. 2 to 3. 6 % and investment 

13 0 



income draped from 12.2 to 4 percent all during the 1987 to 

1993.14 

Thirdly, the prob+em facing OPEC 1s such that maintaining 

present policies can lead to the erosiori of bo~h market share 

and price. Since 1990, the OPEC states reversed oil policies and 

began encourging foreign ·firms to explore in their up stream 

sector. Th~ OPEC members countries have done so because of cash 

liquidity problems and the need to substitute for last capa6ity 

as well as to add a new capacity. Now a days most'· of OPEC 
. 

countries (other than Saudi Arabia the United Arab Emirates, 

Kuwait and of cour.se, Iraq)are producing at capacity, 

irrespectives of their quatas. In fact the quata management and 

the pricing policy ha$ detorated in the OPEC.15 

It has· been observed a great oil economist: Wali Khan that 

it is due to increase in supply from OPEC countries and also due 

to sucessful conservation efforts in the consuming nations. There 

fore OPEC power in the international oil market has became 

secondary. 

14. Wali Khaduri, Gulf Energy and the World 1996. 
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CHAPTER -2 

ISSUES BEFORE OPEC 

· Since OPEC was formed 1960; It has been mainting stability 

of oil price in t·he international oil market. Towards the end of 

the 1960s, here are several factors led to the instability o~ oil 

price in the global oil market. Firstly, t-hP mPmhPrs nf 0PFT 

countries decided the nationalisation of oil compan~es. Secondly, 

due to deteriorating effect of Inflation in industrialised 
o' 

countries on the purchasing power of.member countries. The member 

of OPEC countries brought a resolution of change of oil price. to 

our come the inflation problem faced by the OPEC countries .1 

However I OPEC members decided to increase of oil price in 1973: 

but the problem o£ inflation unemployment and recession remain 

-unchanged among the oil probicing · countries. As uricertainities 

among OPEC members remain unchanged, even though OPEC members 

played no delibrate role in creating the supply shortags that 

hasted from 1979 throgh the first half of. 1981, USA a major 

consumber of oil producing countries increased its domestic 

demand from 15."1 million b/d in 1971 to approximately 18 million 

~/d in 1973 ." The_ n\agnitude of structu.ral changes in the overall 

demand and supply situation of oil f!larket came accross crisis of 

stabilizing of oil price. The critical posit .ion of oil in the 

world market, and the uneven distribution. of reserves give oil a 

1. G.S.First Boston, Global Energy Resources, OPEC review, 1995. 
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lot of economic, strategic, and political importance. The oil 

price and control of supplies bas become the pontenti.:::llly 

conflicting issues. If the oil whi"ch linked the development of 

·economy among the OPEC countries. 

1 STABILISATION OF OIL PRICES IN THE MARKET 

The history of world oil market is the history of 

instability of pricess determinat-ion. There has been frequent 

price fluctation in the oil ~arket. The very objectives of the 

OPEC when formed was to stabilise the oil price in thed market. 

As the market fundamentals or price structure depends upon the 

demands and supply. of oil accordingly the price rate get 

fixed/fluctuated. 

The OPEC is consisting of big' oil producer and small oil 

producer countries .The price instability occures in the market 

due to . the big producers who does not protect the interest of 

small producers.Saudi Arbia-Kuwait Venezuela are three big 

producers within the· opec speculate_. The countries like Nigeria 

and Iran are the small producers ofo oil ' countries among the 

numbers of the OPEC. Iri the begining the main objectives the OPEC 

was to bring stabilisation· of oil prices. OPEC's objectives of 

stabilisation of prices at the level have been prevailing after 

the reducations in 1960 and was further realised with the 

establishment of the organisation .. The OPEC had not been 

created, prices that would have· contuined to decline, because 

16 



factor causing ~hat decline were still effective 1n the market. 

These factors were especially characterised by the contuining 

increase in the oil reserves, by surplus production capacity and 

by the appearance _of independent companies these importances grew 

as they starte& controlling, together with the governmental oil 

concerns,nearly 20 percent of the world oil trade 

In the february 1993, there was a special OPEC meeting of 

senior minister of OPEC which has indicated about the issues of 

oil price in the market. 

According to the meeting the senior OPEC ministers decided 

to stabalise oil pri~ess through a production cut of 1 mn b/d 

below the level of prbduction ceiling of 2..9_582 mn b/d. 

The moves are in response t0 the fall in oil prices during 

the fourth quarter of t.he 1992 and· early January 1993. In mid 

January the pricess of the OPEC reference basket of the light 

crude reached at the very law level of $16.3/b.This was below the 

target of $18/b set by OPEC at the end of 1986 that is six years 

ago and very significantly below below the $ ~1/b ta~get which 

OPEc 'has mentioned in alomost ev~ry official commuinique since 

1990.2 

2. H.E.Hisham M.Nagar, The Interdependence of Producer and 
Consumers in the Oil Market, 3· June, 1991. 
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2. ISSUES OF INTERDEPENDENCE WITH EUROPE 

Now a days, the world economy is guided by the 

interdependence.· As oii market is global in nature, the 

interdependence in the ~arket · is ineveitable. Since 1970 the 

economic interdependence between the OPEC oil and the west is 

most apparent in the oil marke't. A sharp increase in the demand 

for oil in the west 1n the early 1970's account for ·. t[le 1979. 

surpluses which have occured to many OPEC countries, espesjally 

the OAPEC states.- According to the Ameriean petroloum 

institute, which 67 percent of the United States oil imports in 

1973 came from OPEC nations, only 21.6 percent came from Arab 

States within t.he OPEC.By the end of 1977,84 percent of ~njted 

states oil imports cam~ from OPEC members nations with the OAPEC 

share having "risen to 42 percent of the total United States 

imports(New york tl.mes,Dec 29,1977)Europe and Japan are Jike wise 

highly dependent upon Arab oil. Western Europe,for e~ample, 

absorbed almost 44 percent of Saudi A;rbia, oil exports in the 

1970 while Japam accounted for nearly 20 percent of such exports. 

overall Japan imports over 80 percent of its oil from middle 

east.· 

. 
Eric Davis,increased interdependence due to oil sales to the 

west, would enhance OPEC power but this argument has been 

chganged because of increase of Non-OPEC suppliers and growing 
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demand of natural gas as alternative source of energy in the 

market.3 

3. CONSUMER PRODUCER RELATIONSHIP 
. 

The history of global oil market is the history of price· 

instabality. The main problem which the OPEC has been facing is 

the·co~operation in the world oil market rising price is the gain 

to . the producers. But the short term gain by the oil producert 

countries lead to the long term harm for the cousuming countries. 
o' 

In 1973, there was a major call for a producer-consuming 

dialogoue. Since 1973 to 1991 there was no much progress in the 

attitude of the producer and the consumer the which Gulfwar took 

place since 1991, t~re are several round meeting held on the 

subj-ect. and the natJre of crucial issues of _producer-consumer 

relationship has been discussed which sub natural gain and the 

important of their rel~tionship. In 1994, the dialogoue was again 

resumed· at the third i'nternational energy conference being hosted 

by Spain. The me~ting dealt for the first time with the major 

concern left ·by producer over the direction of the global 

envirnoment deb~te. But a more important ~ebat on the aganda was 

· the issue of price stability. There. was specifically as a key 
0 • • 

concern in the energy security from the point of view of the both 

consumers and producers. It was considered necessary to study the 

3. Dr. Subroto, 
Prospec;tive", 

"Major Energy Issues 
OPEC Bulletin, 1993. 
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limits of reasonable price level to idenitify the price change 

that would maximise welfere and abviate the risks of price 

volatility.4 

Venezuella hosted the fourth conference in september 1995, 

wheri delegates gathered in pure to la cruz to discuss among other 

things, the investment requirements and re- integralation of the 

oil and gas industry. Conensus was reached in the forum that the 

lavels of investments required could be more easily achived 

through greater co-operation~ the intergation and formation of 

strategic alliences. There was also consues over matching 

security of supply with security of demand, and over the basis of 

current energy tax of structurer against the oil. 

Due to the la<i:k of co-opration between producers and 

consumers, th~ history of oil market came across choas atomsphere. 

The main result of the ~ollapse of ihe oil market in 1986 was due 

to instabality. In the long run,no one nither producer 

countries nor consumer countries really benifited. Their economic 

were hit hard, proving that price stabality is the real goal and 

not over high r;or undually low pricess. In t.he absence of any 

effective burden sharirtg·initiative. between.opec and Non-OPEC, is 

there fore became natural for OPEC to seek to extend its appeal 

for dialogue to the consumer countries and asking then to co-

4. Eric Davis, "The Political Economy of the Arab Oil Producing 
Nations: Convergence with ·western Interest. Studies in. 
Comparative International Development, pp. 75-90, o Summer, 
1979. 
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operate with the oil producers. That was an attempt to regin and 

the maintain stabality in the energy world.S 

4. EMERGENCE OF REGIONAL BLOCKS 

The issues of emergence of regional blocks became important 

s1nce 1990. The·re are so many regiona~ blocks exiting 1n the 

world like EC, ASEAN, North American Freetrade Area etc. There is 

also reginal blocks within the OPEC and OAPEC. There are some 

countries within the OPEC and OAPEC who are the pro west. 

~However, OPEC also include a so called redical block comprised of 

()~Algeria, Iraq and Libiya. The members of the redical block within 

~ the OAPEC and OPEC and particularly the Algeria and Iraq fell the 

need to achive the rapid economic development more actually than 

~do the conservative -OPEC states. In Nigeria and Iraq larger 
t ' . 
l population are relatively limited oil reserves necessitated 

;:k. higher oil 

1 which has 

prices to finance rapid economic development.Libiya, 

been more reserved in its call for increased oil 
1 ·-1 prices, seem to be influenced more in its relation with the west 

l 
by the ideological concern of president Mu' ammar Alqadha± i and 

the ruling revoulation command council than by economic 

consideration~. Neverthless, Libya is highly dependen~ on western 

, manpower and . technology to accelarate its economy and achice 

growth. 

Since 1970, the problem facing Algeria and Iraq stem in 

5. Dr.~ Fadhil Chalabi, Structural Limitations on OPEC Policy 
Options (Mics), April 1996. 
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large measure from their increasing indebtness resulting from the 

imports of large quantities of western capital goods and 

technology. 

The decision of redical bloc with OPEC to rise oil prices 

has led confromation with pro-western block in 1977. During this 

period there was two thier price system within the OPEC. In 1977 

when Saudi Arbia increased 5 percent oil prices, the redical bloc 

like Algeria, Libiya and Iraq inc~~ased 10 percent price of oil . 
•. 

US the major oil consumer of OPEC has imposed sanction of 

oil imports from Libia since 198.6 ."us also imposed sanction other 

two countries that is on Iraq in 1990(through the UN 

resoulation)and Iran ~n 1987.6 

5. ENVIRONMENT AND ENERGY TAXES 

Since 1990's the environmental and taxation has because 

leading issues in the world energy market.The tax and lagislature . . . 
changes of .OPEC member countries has. brought strong impact on oil 

industry.To protect the envirnoment has q~came crucial issue 
. 

before world as a whole. It has also discussed both the national 

and int~~nation organisatjon. ·The UN conference on 'the 

environment and developmeqt debate includes issues like poverty 

inequality, terms of trade, external debtand the flow of 

resourcess and technology. 

6. Dr. Szebrot0, "Majo:!:' Energy Issues in the 1990s: An OPEC 
Prospective, OPEC Bulletin, 1993. 
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Since past 6 years,the policy makers are imposing new tax in 

the name of envirnoment.The European community (EC)has been 

cconsidering a carbon/energy ta~ for same time,through OPEC and 

other oil exporters have expressed their concern about the likely 

harmful impact of such tax on the both domestic EC -economies-. and 

those of its trading parteners,as well as the basis of the ECs 

proposal against oil. -AcGording to EC' study, The proposed tax 

could be enough to ac~ive the target to stablising emissions ln 

the year of at the level ·of 1990.despite adding $10 to the price 
o' 

of each barrel of oil.It is very clear that if an industry has 

difficulties coping wit'h such a high tax, than it may consider 

moving to an area where it is not so heavily regulated,perhaps to 

one of the nighbour:(ng economic intransition, or to developing 

nation-s in the south
1
• This would hardly improve the world wide 

scale of emissions on the economy of the country it is forced to 

leave behind.7 

-Acccording to above figure,the latest challenge to oil 

markec stability and to the economic .fundamentals of the industry 

which under pin the investment 'for the n<ecesary expansion of 

capacity, is the united states plan for an energy tax. The US tax 

is heavily biased agairyst oil which is to carry an extra·proposed 

levy making the· tax on oil double that of the other energy 

sources.Environmental concern has been used an argument to 

' 
7. H.E.Hisham, M.Nazer, The Interdependenc-e of Produces of 

C~nsumers in the Oil Market, (MEES) , June 1991. 
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support the US proposals,although the tax is calculated to 

redress part of huge US budget defict and despite the fact that 

taxes are very blunt and inac~rate weapcin,far removed fiom actual 

proc·ess which caus.e to the environment. The environment tax has 

became an instrument for the oil consuming government to earn 

more tax than the oil producer government ·the revenue by 

producing themselves.B 

According to OPEC predict1on the impact of carborn taxes an 

oil demand till the 2010. World oil demand in a base case 

secenario is excepeted to be. 76.4 million barrels a day in 

2010. The Ec 1 s tax world reduce that figure by more than 1mn 

b/d.If all OECD countries adop~ed the same tax total world demand 

would fall by 2.5 m b~rrels to less than 74 m b/d-

It· has already been printed out that the EC 1 s current tax 

proposal is not enough on its own to achive the desired target of 

stabilising mission emissions at 1990 levels by the yepr 2000 or 

of achieving the subsequent aim of reducing emissions by 20 

percent of 1990 levels,bi the year 2010.1~ taxes were only method 

used to reduce emissions;then they would have to rise to 

• unfe_asibly high level and thei·r impact would be immunese. By the 

year 2000,the tax woul.d have to be as $37/b in OECD pacific 

8. Willrick, Energ_y and World Politics, Collier Macmillian 
Publishers, Landen, 1975. 
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countries would reach a staggering $270/b, again at 1992 

pricess.Such taxes would strip more than 15m. b/d from world wide 

demand.At 1992 prices, that is equal to removing more than $ 

trillion of accu~ulate revenue from OPEC member countries by the 

year 1010, assuming oil price show a reasonable· growth. If the 

prices paid to oil p~oducers fail to rise, the impact would be 

even more severe.These taxes would also have a noticeable impact 

on GDf> growth rates· in OECD and OPEC countries a like and 
o' 

inflation would rise around the world.9 

6. ENERGY SECURITY 

The 
h~ 

energy security ~ been recognist4 from both the 
. 

consumer& and producers side. To the consumer security means the 

availiblity o~ suppliers at the reasonable prices to faster their 

economic growth and competativeness. To producers securi~y means 

contunied access into the markets of oil importing countries, the 

steady share of oil. in the total energy consumptionover the long 

term,and fair and atable prices that allow for their sustainable 

development over the life ti'ffie of the resourcess. It is the 

interaction between supply security equations. Wmphasingone to 

the determent ·of the other obsecures the picture and gives an 

illusion of· security. Since the end of the Gulf crisis, in 

Febraury 1~9l,the issueas of the producers consumer dialagoue as 

fgenuine means of ach,eiving oil market stability,especially at 

9: H. E. Hi sham, N. Nazar, The Interdependence and Consumers in 
the Oil Market 11 

• 
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the period of major supply disruption.In order to prevent future 

oil shocks and their atiendent undesiriable consequences on the 

global economy, It has been accepted that their is adevice needs 

for dialogoue and·co-opration·among the producers and consumers 

during the time of upstream and down stream.lO 

In conclusion, all th~ above issues has been facing by the 

OPEC since last decade. However, several ministrial conference 

and summit was held concurring about OPEC's servival.There is no 

perfect adminisb:eai:·i.~ mechanisim in the OPEC to moinoter ~oil 

oricess in the market. The problem can be resolved through 

reserch, planing and development and forestery of relations 

between all the parties which have direct and indirect int;erest 

in the oil. 

10. Gulf Energy and the World Challenges and ThreatEiJ. The 
Emirates Centre for Strategic-Studies and Research, 1997. 
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CHAPTER-3 

PERFORMANCE OF OPEC IN THE LAST DECADE 

The present chapter intends to pin point the performance of 

the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries . (OPEC) in the 

World oil market. In this COI)text it is necessary to highlight 

the major_ decision taken by the OPEC oil Ministers, that had 

taken place between 86th conference to 100th conference over the 

6 years period. The performance of the OPEC is also discussed in 

accordance with the various OPEC mointaring committee and its 

decisions. In the end of the part of the chapter the 90mparision 

of production ceiling in between 1990 and 1996 has been further 

discussed to know about the over all oil market scenario of the 

OPEC and constituant :m€rnber of countries on the 86th conference 

N.ov_, 19"89, OPEC, conference was very important.. In the 

conference oil Ministers of the OPEC countries defined fhe 

character and the pattern of the oil market sitution of the past, 

and the plan of action for the futur€. In the opening adress, 

H.E. Alhaji Rilwanu Lukman, President of the OPEC conference and 

the minister of petroleum Resourcess for Nigeria, declared that 

the importance of oil market was eroded since 1980.1 Particulaly 

the OPEC share in ·the World oil markE;t has ·declined due to 

centrally panned economies in the consuming countries.He 

emphasied that the Ul:-'EC share ln the World Oll market has 

declined by the 64 percent. As the OPEC share in the World oil 

1. Conference 
Conference" i 
1990. 

Notes of the "86th Meeting of the OPEC 
in OPEc Bulletin, No.77-80, pp.21-25, Vol.21, 
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market was 49 million barrels per day in 1979 and if declined to 

39 millipn barrels per day in 1985. 

He further explained that the exper.ience of the market 

situtaion of 1980 taught OPEC members countries to come forward 

for better co-opration to stable the world oil market. Again OPEC 

members countries also got support f~om the Non-OPEC oil.producer 

countries for soliditarily in order to stable the oil m~rkct. 

From the above it is understand that the 86th Ministrial 

conference was important because that reviewed the decisions of 

Eight- Ministers Monitering Committee and decided to increase the 

OPEC production ceiling to 22 million b/d during the first half 

of 1990.2 

As per decision of the conference the member countries 

production levels for the first half of 1990 was as follows. 

2. H. E. Boussena "87 Meeting of the OPEC Conference Opening 
Address" OPEC Bulletin, Nos. 77-80, Vol.21, 2-4, 1990. 
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TABLE-1 
--------------------------- --------------------------------------

Countries Name Million b/d. 
---------------------------------------------------------~-------

Algeria 0.827 

Ecuadar 0.273 

Goban 0.197 

Indonesia 1.374 

Iran 3.140 

Iraq 3.140 

o•Kuwait 1.500 

SP Libyan AJ 1.233 

Nigeria 1.611 

Qatar 0.371 

Saudi Arbia 5.380 

-UAE 1. 095 

Veazuella 1. 945. 

Therefore, the.conference in November 25, 1989 reaffirmed 

that the member countries commitment to abide by and strictly 

adhere to the production quotas as defined above 1n the table.3 

In the 12, December 1990, the 88th Conference the OPEC was 

v~ry significant because the Gulf. war. Before it, the 87th 

conference was held on July 1990. But the Gulf war strated juBt 

one month latter that is on Auguest 1990. The opening adress of 

the 88th meeting was delivered by H E Sadek Boussena, president 
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of the OPEC Conference and the minister of mines and Industry of 

Algeria.3 

The 88th Conference Meeting reviewed the oil market 

sitution. Again the member countries determined to have a stahle 

market, through strengthening the co-opration among the 

producers and consumers, -The 88th Conference did not take any 

new deceision for production ceiling because of the Gulf war. 

It retained the July 1990 deceisions. 

o' 

It is not only that the OPEC was affected by the Gulf war 

but also the whole World was affected by the crisis. Before Gulf 

crisis OPEC countries have expected their growth of real GNP 3.1 

percent ,in 1990, as compared to its previous years of growth 1. 2 

percent.. 

However, the· Gulf war di,d not provide opportunity for OPEC 

countries to achive the desired target. Before the Gulf crisis of 

world oil demand was 3. 6 percent, in 1988 and it came down to 1. 5 

percent in the first half of 1990. The first sign of market 

decline before vi9able in the USA, where inland consumption 

actually fall .. In Europe. ovrall demand growinsr, at 1. 5 percent. 

Eve.n in ·Asia Pacfic region, where'burg~ning economic· level in 

~he sign.of weakining'had set in. The rate of oil demand in the 

min NIC countries in that region, fall from 14 percent in 1988 

to 11 perc~nt in 1989. 
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The post Gulf war,_ OPEC's minister's conference was very 

important because in the conference the crucial issues was to 

take back Iraq and Kuawait to the international oil market. The 

adresser of the conference highlited the impact of th~ Gulf war 

on the global oil market. 

-The 89th Conference, decided to .convene a meeting of the MMC 

in september 1991, to determine appropriate production ceiling 

for the fourth quar~er 1991.4 

Again this conference also -appealed· to the international 

community to support Kuwait in its fight against. envirmental 

pollution caused by borrowing by the oil wells. 

The front IPEC/OPEC ministrial meeting of April, 1993 was 
i 

historical .one. It wa;s historical because in this. joint meeting 

the oil minister reviewe? the market situt··ion for the long term. 

The three major issue which was ·discussed were first changing 

pol icy o.f consuming countries second, aim of supporting a 

cleaner environment and thirdly, growing number o£ regional 

blocks. 

'The Government of major consuming 90untries .have bega,ri 
0 .• 

imposing carbon/energy tax on the name of cleaner environme.nt . 

. 4. Press Release "88th Meeting of the OPEC Conference" OPEC 
Bulle~on, Vol.22, pp.4-7, 1991. 
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The joint meeting needed that petroleum products already carry a 

tax as high ·as $95 per barrel in some countries, compared to the 

price of cride oil, Which was about $18/b. 

The above policy cf-eated panic among the oil producer 

countries in general and OPEC countries :l.n particular. In 16th 

febraury, 1993, the tenth Monitering Committe took a major 

decision relating to .the following matters. 

First, it reviewed the 92nd meeting of the ministrial 

conference. 

Second, t.he declining trend of oil price because of over 

supply of in the ~arke't during the winter period. 

Third,ly, over supply of o"il led to relatively low level of 
0 

stock draw down during the period. 

Fourthly, the lOth MMC decided to reduce the ovrall OPEC 

production ceiling to 23.582 million barrels per day. For this 

. reason committee ceiling of production decided to effect from 

-march," 1993. 

Fifthly, committee decided·to set up a new mointaring system 

consisting of H. E. Abudulla saleam E. L. Balin, secretary o'f the 

People's committee of energy of the Socialist People's Libyan, 

Arab jamahinia, H E Abdullah Bin Hammed Al Attiyah, minister of 

energy and {ndustry of qatar, and secretary general for regular 
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contact with the member countries ensure complience with the 

agreement.5 

According to tenth MMC the following were the allocations 

for member countries. 

OPEC ~reductions allocations in March, 1~93. 

Table-2 

Countries million b/d. 

Algeria 0.732 

Goban o:2s1 

Indenesia 1.317 

IR Iran 3.340 

Iraq 0 _4-QO 

Kuwait 1.6{)0 

·SP Lib ian AJ 1. 350 

Nigeria 1.780 

Qua tar 0.364 

Saudi Arbia 8.000 

UAE 2.161 

Venezulla 2.257 
< " -------------------------------------------

Total 23.582. 
-------------------------------------~-----

Source, opec Bulletin, 1993. 

5. Press Release "Ten.th Meeting of Ministerial Monitoring 
Committee" OPEC Bulletin, Vol.22, PP.45, 1993. 



In 1993, there were 94th (extraordinary) meeting of OPEC 

conference along with the 11th meeting of MMC lwld on 29, 25 

September ~t Zeneva, Switerzeland respectively.6 

In the 11th MMC was very significant one becpuse of the OPEC 

basket price. In this period .OPEC basket price was fallen by $3 

per barrel from $18.13/b in April to $ 15.10/b september, 1993. 

Again~ ·the 11th MMC reviewed the produ6tion ceiling for the 

next six month's at the 24.5 million barrels per day. 

The 11th MMC expre·ssed that the following distribution of 

production could improve market performance and stregenthen the 

price.OPEC production:ceiling temporary allocation fourth quarter 

1993 and first quarte+ 1994. (000 b/d) .7 

6. Conference Report "94th (Extraordinary) Meeting of the 
Conference" OPEC Bulletin, Vol. 23, PP. 4-7, 1993. 

7. H.E.Jean Pings "1)-th Meeting of the Ministerial Monitoring 
Committee" OPEC Bulleton, Vol.23, p.4, 1993. 
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Table-3 

Alger{a 750 

Goban '287 

Indenesia 1.]30 

IR Iran 3.1,1)0 

Iraq 400 

Kuwait 2.000 

SP Libiyan 1.390 .. 
Nigeria 1.865 

Qatar 387 

Saudi Arbia 8.000 

UAR 2. l ~~ 1 

Venezulla 2;359 

Total 24.520 

Source, OPEC Bullet~n, 1993. 

In the 94th Meeting of OPEC Conference specially reviewed 

the Iraqi issue and.re-affirmed that an extraordinary meeting of 

the conference to be convened in order to take the appropriate 

measures. 

Since 1982, the conference of OPEC member countries, for 

the first time dealt with a sensitive aqPrlda j_n 9'!th meeting of 

the OPEC conference fu: ~oliditary. The conference: was adressed 

by the I-ndonsia, November, 1994. In this meeting was very 
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significant ··-for the OPEC because OECD consumption of oil was 

increasing in 1994, due to increase of economic growth outside of 

·the OECD, especially ih Asia, which was helping to boast the oil 

demand. The conference reviewed the iOth meeting in the 

ministrial monitering committee. Again this con.ference decided to 

maintain until the end of 1995 the ceiling of 24.52 million b/d, 

distributed according to thr temporary allocations decided in the 

94th (Extraordinary) meeting of the conference in september 

1993.8 

The 98th conference vienna of Austria reaffirmed its 

position of maintaining and adhering to the agreed level of 

supply of 24.52 million b/d for the balance of 1995. 

In this 98th conference, member countri.e.s o£ OPEC discussed 

the question of the membership of Goban . 

. According to pre::si.dential adress uf 98th ~uuft:~l.t:!lh...:e,., Ll1e 

president plesed with t he oil market report of 1QQL1· ..... _. .... ~ , conference 

because international oil market have achived relative·stability 

and its prices. 

The president of .this conference an·d his . ·openingadress of 

meeting expressed that OPEC is not happy. for iast six months 

because of the dramatic fall of value of the dollar, OPEC 

countries faced the problem of purchasing power of their revenue. 

8. ConfeJence NotE: 
Bulletin, PP.4-9, 

"')8th Meeting 
June, 1995. 
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In OPEC's 99th conference again it confirmeed the ceiling of 

24.52 mil~ion barrels perday until the end of the 1996. The major 

issue discussed in the meeting was dominance of oil market by the 

Non-OPEC producers. The main agenda of 99th conference was to 

achieve sustainable stabality in the market f:or a longer 

period. Secondly, the conference decided for adeaquate level of 

investment in the production of oil to face the increasing 

demand. Once again'the 99th conference extanded the decission of 

ceiling production i4.52 million_b/d.9 

In lOOth conference meetingof OPEC oil ministers decided new 

production ceiling. In this conference Iraq allowed to sale oil 

for food and madicine on huminitarian ground, and conference 

agreed to. sect the ovrall supply ceiling at 25.033 m/b/d until 
! 

the end·of 199-6. 

The lOOth conference reviwed the resoulation of september 

1993, and ·decided the following allocations. 

9. Conference Note "OPEC Ministerial Conference" OPEC Bulletin, 
Nov.- Dec. 1995. 
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TABLE- 4 

NAME OF THE COUNTRY (000 b/d) 

Algeria 750 

Indenesia 1.330 

IR Iran 3.6000 

Kuwait 2.000 

SP Libyan 1.390 

Nageria 1.865 

Qutar 378 

Saudi Arbia 8.000 

UAE 2.161 

Ven-ezulla 2.359 

Source, OPEC Bull€t€n, 1996. 

The re~aining volume of 1.2 m b/d has decided to be supply 

by Iraq.lO 

Since 1960's, OPEC prepared the ground for challenging the 

overwhelming dominance in the international oil market of 

mult~national oil companies. In every times the organisation 

belived that its member· countries should have a presence ·in the 

market commensurate with ~heirconsiderable reserve strength with 

the time, the OPEC family grew, as like minded oil producing 

developing states start·:::d joining its ranks. 

10. Conference Note "11 Oth OPEC Conf ererfce Meeting" OPEC 
Bulletin, PP.3-7, Vol.24, 1996. 
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However, the turning point came in the 1970's. There . has 

been a series of events occured in one way_or another. 

In the process of series of events OPEC member countries 

started relising the fruits of .their common intrest. Since than, 

the recognisatioh of their role in the market has contuined to 

grew. In·the period of 1980's OPEC faced with crisis sabilisation 

of prices in the international oil market.1r 

o' 

Th~ opjectives of OPEC statue dectared in 1960, when itwas 

fremed to the co-ordinating and unifying of the policies of 

member countries and also determined to sefeguareding their own 

intrests, includingly or cnll_ectively. However, througho'-:t the 

35 years. of OPEC -existance the OPEC has been tried their best 

possible manner in various ways. 

In 1996, the OPEC was facing the change of global economy 

political. balance, e-nv i'ronmentalisim and rapid technology. 

In the lOOth meeting of press ·conference H E Dr Rilwanu 

Lukman, the secretary _general of OPEC, confirmed that ·goban was 

n.o longer a ·member· of the organisation quat a after long standing 

disc~ssion consequentely, it wouJ-d be improve for OPEC to 

contunue to include the production goban within our quata 

orginally (given to) Gabon has been taken out for the ceiling. 

11. Conference Note "lOQth 
Vol.24, PP.3-8, 1996. 
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According to Nordine Ait Laoussine Quota "to reflact OPEC's 

rule as a residual supplier, I have adjusted the call on or the 

demand for OPEC oil. to take account of inventary movements with a 

typical pattern of stock draw of 1. 5 million b/d in Q1 stock 

build of 1 mn b/d in each of Q2 and Q3 and a stock draw of 3.0 mn 

b/d in Q4, resulting in no stock exchange for the year as whole 

which broadly typical 6f what me have experciened an avrage over 

the period under consideration, as the increase in -investorries 

required to meet high~r demand has been broadly offset by the 

industy's drive to oprate with less stocks. The difference 

between adjusted call on OPEC crude and OPEC's actual output is 

shown at the top of the chart· in a sitution of over supply when 

World inve.stors are inc::::-ea-s-e-d beyond normal 1-evt-ls and at the 

bottom of the c;hart in the converse sitution when these investors 

are not re~leished adequately as result of restricted OPEC 

suppliers the abova figure shows that the OPEC supply performance 

.was not very bed. OPEC supply was an excess of demand in less than 

half of the times to ·be specify. in 18 out of the Q1 quarters 

under consideration in fact, -.in only 15 out of 41 quarters it 
0 

·Can be execute the free for all the periods Ql 88, Q4 90 and Ql 

91.12 

Therefore, the practical relation between the OPEC countries 

which only ~elp to det~rmined the achievements of the OPEC in the 

12 .0 Nordine· Ait Laussine "Oil Industry, .. Challenge and Change" 
MEES, May, 1997. 
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world oil market. Accordinng to figure-1 performance of OPEC for 

the last· decade 1987 to. 1997 has analysided.The above figure 

shows that OPEC performance in achieving its price targe,t was 

grossly inadequate. on a qu~rtely bas~s. OPEC missed its target 

and was in the :•red" almost systematically. There .are a few 

·ex~eptions, such as Q3 87, Q2 and Q4 89, Ql, Q3 and Q4 90 and Q4 

96 ect. foot of the Ql quarters under considerations and that 

iricl udes the effect shows that Gulf war. The figure shows that 
o' 

it is very poor mangement. 

According to Nordine A.it Loussine Quote "my is that such a 

·dismal performanc-e cannot be systmatically attributed to OPEC's 

exces:s supply but ra-the~ to the pricing system adopted by member 

countries and ther vediance on varrow imperfect and 

unrepresantative markets. It is now widely accepted that a rise 

' 
or a fu~l ln these markets does not n-e-ccessarily indicate a 

supply /demand imbalance in the world market. 
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Fi~ure 1 

OPEC'S Price Setting Performance- Quarterly fi:t,i<, (lQ 1987-1Q 1997) 
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CHAPTER-4 

EVALUATION OF OPEC 1990-9~ 

OPEC was born with a ~imited aspiration. ThP PXpPrt~tinns 

of the orginal members viz. venezula, Iran, Kuwait, Saudi Arbia 

and Iraq were. modest nature. The tro.nsational oil firms and 
. 

western governments were p~rely inters ted in the new 

organisation. Building on a series of limited success, bringing 

additional members into its rank and steo.dily incres.ing its 
o' 

negotiating power and assertiveness, however, OPEC became the 

single most dominant power in the world oil industry. Its success 

often achieved at the expericess of the oil companies and their 

home government hav-e .humbled the colonian overseas of the, member 

countries and partial;y restructed the world economy, creating the 

largest wave h.ave capital following from the developed to the 

developing countries in history. The organisat~on has been pride 

o£ third world (despite of t.P~ inablity of non-oil producing 

developing countries to afford their o£· inflated oil bills) other 

groups have sought to emouilate OPEC's sucess. The political and 

economic demands embodied to the call for a new international 

economic; order has been pa~tially stimulated by the organisation 

experience and OPEC members have taken a lead in role in·the non-

alinged movement among third world nations.1 

1. Shineen Hunter 11 0PEC and the ThirC:l World, The Politics of 
Aid 11 pp.43, Worchester, 1989. 
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Whether or not OPEC is a "cartel" has been a question that 

continues to be mooted. There can be little disagreement, however 

that the o::::-ganisation has been instrumental into shifting the 

·scale of bar.gaining power in favour of the member states. In the 

process, it has gained control over pricing, produc~ion, the 

various is spes, consumer-producer, co-operation energy-security 

quat ions, interdependence of price manag€ment -quota management 

aspect of oil companies. 
o' 

In 80 Is I ERIC DAVIS Is argued that quote "the increasing 

economic interdependence between OPEC states and the western 

countr'ies reduce the posiblities of renwed conflict between oil 

pro-ducer and oil consumer".2 In other words, the advanc-e 

indC.lstralised countries and OPEC nations increasingly seek· to 

place them their p_oli tical cind economic disputes. During the 

period ofl990 's, the OPfC countries· came across major .set back 

due to increasing supply £rom non-OPEC· countries and emergence· of 

alternative sourcess- of eneregy like natural gas. However, major 

probles faced by the OPEC because of its lack of competition 

between producer and consumer couniries. As ~ithin OPEC there is 

big oil producer and small oil pr<?qucer in the early 1990's 

·formation to major regional b'lock could not ventilate the co-

operation to cope the competition of the market. Iraq's agressive 

. 
2. ERIC Davis "The Political Economy of the Arab Oil 

Producing Nations Convergence with Weste_rn Interest Studies 
in Comparative·International Developments Summer, 1979. 
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nature and its conflict with Kuwait and Saudi Arbia brought OPEC 

cartel into danger. Although the most of ·the OPEC nations are 

far::ing the economic crisis of OPEC countries which are more 

organised than· opec during the 1990's. Some countries like Iraq 

wanted. more oil revenue only because of the arm race . and to 

receive the economic £ondition which was sufferd during Iraq-Iran 

war. It is also western interest and its hegemony which brings 

the conflict among OPEC use oil as weapon. 
o' 

It is stabilisation of price could enhance OPEC power, as 

market is vertically intergated and very fundamental nature of 

market i.s competition. It always lead to conflict nature than co-

opr.ation. The ma-rket fundment.al says that when demand .;is more and 

supply is _less then the price will rise. But it does not oprate 

in the all cases.s. There are some government and it.s ·political 

natuxe which determined the market conditions. GAD G.GlLLBER, in 

his book "Middle East Oil Decade and Beyond" "the early 1920 to 

1970 the strug~e for· the control of middle eastern oil has passed 

through ~ive stages. During"'the first. stages 1920-30's, it was 

the period of intense competion from the control production among 

the major oil. companies. During the -second period, a new conflict 

for the control the oil production in the oil industry commenced. 

In this period Iran has conflict with major oil producing 

countries Venezada, ·Saudi Arabia. The signifiances of second 
. 

period was the nationalistion of oil companies. During the third 

'stages. It was sizeable increses in oil consumption in 
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industrilisation econom~c that lacked abdunt energy resourcess 

such as countri~s like Italy and Japan to force them-to seek ways 

of reducing their dependences on the major oil producing 

countries. Which is their chief oil suppliers and th~ir by 

reduces rising outlays in foreign currinces on oil imports·. 

During the fourth stage, the emergences of joint venturer 
. 
occured. However, these development erode the status of the major 

in their negotation with the local government over the old and 

new conecession. The emergencies of the joi11t ventur~ frame work 

thus c6ntributed to the re~ersal that took place in the co~trol 

of oil production in the middle east at the start of 1970's.3 

During the fifth sta-ge in the strugi·e for control took 

place between the 1~~1-79, when 'the major lost control of oil 

production in the areas where they had enjoyed exclusive right 

since · 1920 1 s and 1970 1 s with the control of. passing to domestic 

national companies. In the early 1970 both libia and Iraq 

unilaterally nationalised their production conecession and the 

rights which have been granted to foreign companies, but the 

other oil ·producing states avoided unilateril nationalisation of 

foreign companies, through the "participation process.·" 

The participation in 29th OPEC congress, held in 1971. At 

the begining of 1972 all the major agreed to promote the 

3. G.G.Gilber, "M·iddle East Oil Decade and Beyond" University 
of Haifa and Moshe Dayan Centre Tal Aviv University, 1997. · 
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application of participation prenciples. The bargaining power of 

the local goverment in the process of transfar of control was 

futher enhanced october 1973 when opec began fixing th~ postal 

price of oil in the world market ~without prior negoiticin with 

the majors. T~~ struggle fo~ control of production £nded in the 

1970's. The local goverment not only extract the revenue but 

also enjoyed the. enormous political power at home and abord. The 

-control of production also allowded the local government to 
o' 

decide the destination of oil marketed from 'their territory with 

varying degree of effectiveness. There was a new form of agrement 

evolved between producer and consumer government in the late 

1970 ~ s onwards betwe-en Ir.aq and, France, lr .. an and Japan and Libia 

and Turkey" .4 

In the 1970's the oil market experienced condition of over 

demand. It was the seller market detrmined amongst of oil 

produced influence price, for marketing destabilisation and 

·dicteted t~rms of supply. The political power to the oil states 

govermen~s again the market condition changed after 1983. In this 
. 

period the buyers determined the condition of market. 

Since .end 1977 meeting of OPEC came across a new phase 

called new international economic order. In this phase a new kind 

4. Ghanem "OPEC, the Rise and Fall of an Exclusive Club", 
London, 1973. 
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of forum was formed for the negoitation between developing and 

deveLoped countries. In 1980 a special session was major efforts 

for global negoitations. However, this init.atj __ te was fully 

sucessful, but . the marginal sucess- of this agreement was 

established of common fund for commodities to hekp stablise the. 

market priers. During this period the relat:Lon be.~ween the OPEC 

and third world has reached an important point because of OPEC 

was welcomed by the third world. Since 1960's OPEC was geting 

support to form the third.world countries. It is beacuse of third 

world countries main objective for economic co-operation, OPEC 

played a vi tal role for the developing countri'es, However, there 

was also anti-opec propaganda which was not _only the reason for 

incresed tension between OPEC and the third world. Since the oil 

-·price increses of 197J. The OPEC c;ountries had given c"onsidirable 

amount of aid to developing countries but this assi-stant was not 

offset tbe negative -effect of the oil increses and was doubtful 

that it could do in l_atter, unless there was massive increase ~n 

the volume of OPEC aid.S 

OPEC has been sensitive to these development and since 

1978, when ·it long ter~ stratgy commitee was established. It has 

been trying to develop a new stratgy to deal witq the problem of 

the third world. Detail of OPEC's stratgy were expected to be 

"5. Shireen Hunter. "OPEC and the Third World the Politics of 
Aid" PP.158-162, Worchester, 1989. 
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unvienled at the organisation tweenth anniverssary meeting to be 

held in baghdad in novermber 1980, but it was cancelled because 

of Iran and iraq ~ar.6 

INTRA OPEC CQNFLICT 

In 1990, the conflict within the OPEC beacuse vital factor 

for the oil market, Within OPEC, it was Iran which has the 

musscle the to apply pressure on Saudi Arbia about oil price 
o' 

trends. Teherri continues to voice concern about OPEC failure to 

achive the minimum reference price for the OPEC basket of crudes, 

which has been unchanged ·from the $21 barrel target agreed on 

ju.ly 1990. At t-he end of August 1990, Iran oil Minister Gholam 

Reza Aqazade visi.te-d Saudi Arabia Kuwait Oman and tJAE calling 

from producti?n restraimnedin the support of the price goal. At 

the June OPEC ministerial meeti11-g Iran decleared that it was not 
0 

prepared to accept any incre.se in the opec"production ceiling for 

the fourth quarter unless the referance prince to closeer to the 

target set by the greavere meeting. Some progress.has been made 

on this front durring 1990 summer's with references price rising 

above 419 a barrel in mid augus.t but this was mainly d~e to the 

see'k caused by the soviet crisis and a focast that 'the oil 

production in the soviet union in 1991 would be down by atleast 

6. Ragaei El Mallakh 
PP.l-15, West View 

( ed. ) "OPEC : 
·Press, 1982. 
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grevera more fundamentaly Iran is unlikely to seek a confradition 

with Saudi Arbia. 

Since the kuwait crisis began anaylyst said that if there 

was a clash· between the two OPEC gaints not earlier~ OPEC 1 s big 

worry since start of the embrago_has been how to accomodate the 

resumption of Iraqi's export into the quata structurer. Non OPEC 

state were wil~ing to sacrifice output to make room from Iraqi's 

under the exiting·· selling but in 1994 the fear of IRAQI' a factor 
o• 

was fadif!g. The UN security council has due to learn in July 

1994, that incharge mostly complined with its demand. The oil 

market were already anticipating a resumption of export and the 

factoring Iraqis oil into their calculation from the middle o-f 

1995.7 

EVAULA""TING OPEC IN THE THIRD WORLD .CONTEST 

Evaulating OPEC con.t.ributipn to improving third world 

development prospect has become the most significant OPEC and oil 

market in third world contest. There were many factors that have 

contributed to OPEC • s failure to achive a structur-:11 reforms to 

the international economic .system have also been at the root of 

its aid ineffe~tiveriess. The interaction of several factor rathe~ 

than single one has been principal colprit. Thus, for example 

7 .• Willrich "Energy and .world Politics" PP.l-27, Free Press, 
1"975. 
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economic differance among the OPEC members have contributed to 

the failure to established a sizeable, in post cold war oil 

market sitution, since O:t>EC members with the largest monetery 

surplus has .also hav_e been several skilled man power problems . 

. Therefore,· may have understandly been willing to contribute 

heavily to market sitution that would essentialy have been run by 

experts from other OPEC and . in which they· could have manimal 

influences. Regional factor have trended to stregnthen the impact 

of economic considiration for instances, the requirments of intra 

Arab poltics have led to the Arabs ·members of OPEC neglect border 

ln the post cold war era objective. Therefore in order to 

demonstrate their commitment t·o common Arabs goals and to the 

enhancement or Arab prest~ge, ther:e countries hav-e developed a 

. number of devel~pment Institut-ion to· which the world (Arab Islam. 

govern the, Arab tendency wrongly to ,equlate Islam with Arbisim) 

have been attened. ·The market. sitution had led to wrote and has 

hampered a more vigirous comprehensive of OPEC in the postcold 

war erea and technical resourcess within ·the development 

Institution with the potential perhaps to became a viable 

alternative to the world bank. It has also led to the world bank 

domination of OPEC aia Institution. Since the former has been the 

primery if not sole sourcess of- technical ,advice through among 

other things proving key staff members particularly during the 

Institution formative years. 
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Furthermore, the impact of regional factor has been 

stregnt_hen by the inherent weakness of key OPEC members and 

valaubality of their rulities factor that have made their 

extermely suspectiable to pricess fro~ the developing countries 

with highly therened implaction for instances important roles 

have been played by the over dependences of Saudi Arbian the 

United States for its security and given document -us position 

within the world bank US desire to maintain it pe~m~nent rqle.8 

Concerning the quality of OPEC aid again the o' same factors 

and their interaction have been the problem. ·rhu~, for example 

various factors have,a led very negative impact on motivation for 

OPEC aid and consequently on its geographical distrubution (for 

example, the militery weakness o£ key opec members the highly 

unstable nature of their regional environment.and the requirment· 

both of Intra Arab poltics and the global balance of power), 

Since these factor have meant that political and stragetic rather 

than development considera-tion· have decided the direction of opec 

aid in the international economic order. 

The technology deficience of OPEC countries have also hav~ a 

negative. impact on· the quality of their ~id. In particular, 

beacuse of . their lack . ot" expertise, these countries have not. 

been able to develop innovative development and aid strageties 

8. Dor.an, Charles 
University Press, 

F. "Oil, Myth 
P.lO, 1977. 
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that might have been better sucide to meet post cold war erea 

requirement.· As a ressult it may essentially have trend to 

emalate the development countries and exiting ai~ Institution.9 

With the regard to increase the trade and other OPEC~Third 

world economic relation once again the factor discussed ahove 

have had limitany impact. Thus, the example the desire of key 

OPEC members to influence the <;'lttitude of industrialisd countries 

towards the Arab-isral conflict has led them to better economic 
o' 

incentives essentially increased trade loans and investment. In 

turn, this step has reduced· the available OPEC financial 

.s~rpluces to be invested in the post cold era for the purchase 

from developing countries. 

Neverthless, it must . be stressed t-hat both low development 

quality OPEC aid and OPEC's ·failure to use aid advances third. 

world objectives hpve to a coneiderable extent due. to tha general 

e.conomic political p~·oblems of the post cola war ·era. .l:•or 

instances, . the low level of OPEC· trade has essentially been due 

to the underdeveloped nature of the third world economic has 
. . 

~imply have not produced the goods that OPEC members have heeded. 

Like ·wise the absoulate econo!flic and trade dependence of many 

third world countries ahd OPEC for example Algeria efforts to 

9. Skeet (Ian), ~OPEC Twenty Five Years of Prices and Policies" 
PP.ll-13,.Cambrid·ge, University Press,· 1991. 
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forgue closer relations with differ west affercian countries have 

thus have been frustrated by the incitative links between the 

french sparking African countries ·and France rated in their 

colonial past. In the arab world similar links between the north 
. 

African countries and france have hampered intra Arab trad~ 

defencies in the infrastructurer of the third world countries 

have also led-to low level of OPEC investments, resulting in a 

less than .optimal use of available aid and investment. In the 
0 • -

._ 

same vein manifestiation ofd excessive nationalisim, regonolisim 
o' 

ethnic and religious centerdness by OPEC members have essentially 

eflaceted the fragemented state of the third world which still 

lacks a developed sence of collective identity. 
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or&.c 
GEG countries to pursue the role that was. established in the 

OPEC statue when the organiation was formed in 1960. In 

particular, OPEC-member countries continue to strive to mqintain 

stable suppliers to oil consumer, _ ::1 reason::1bic price f:::r 

producers and resonabJe rate of return to investor on the 

industry. OPEC· abi,lity to maintain its stabilising role in 

reviving to a great extent upon its share of world oil •. 
production, OPEC's response is to engage in dialogues with 

producers and consumers. OPEC is comitted to playing an active 

role in international ·discussion in environmental forces, in 

meeting among pe-troleium producers and between producers and 

con-s-umer-s . It seeks to promote grea~er aware-ness a-nd 

underStandin~ ab6ut these issues and the adoption of common sense 

solution. OPEC supporters effort to develop co-ordinate, adequate 

re-s:ponsce to environmental conc-erns and to tackel provern 

phenomena in a systematic and equitable manner as major issue of 

OPEC after 1990·' s to enhances its powers in the world oil market 

through the·stabilizatipn of priGes both.in the world oil market 

thrbugh the stabilization of prices both in the long and short 

term with a view to eliminati~ng harmful and unnecessary 

flucations. Moreover, one of the objectives of the international 

energy agency [IEA] whirh groups 21 devPloping rn1mt-ries is "t:"o-

operatiqn with oil producing an_d other oil consuming countries 

with a view to developing a $table international energy trade, as 
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well as the national management and use of world energy resources 

in the intrest of all countries. The objectives of producers, 

consumers. and investors· are essentially complementry as far as 

oil market price stability, fair returns on capital, stable oil 

revenues, supply security and co-operation ·are concer-ned. 

However, there have been some ideological difference between 

.producer and consumers as to the role of the market in oil price 

determination. While the major oil consuming countries of the 

west hold the view that the market is best allocation of prices, 

the oil producing countries maintain that since the market is 

.essentially imperfect, it should be suppose to mediate "market 

failures" this could be better done through the mutual 

,understanding and co-op-er-ation. However, since 1986 the 

producers, led by OPEC have announc-ed and followed a pol{cy o:f 
. 

pri'ce mod~ration, to enable then to utilise their massive. Oil 

reserves to accomplish a smooth and efficient transformation of 

their respective ee:onomies. So the ideological difference between 

producer and consumer on "free market philosophy" is no longer a 

major or sensitive issues. To challenge face with non-OPEC 

supply. Increase in world demand for oil over the last two decade 
0 

ha sbeen the goodness for O~EC, but most of the growth in demand 

·has been take~ by non-OPEC producers particularly from 1990's. As 
. 

OPEC seeks a stable market both from the short term and for long 

term for its likehood depends on oil. One of the main reasons 

benind the rise on non-OPEC production is the favourable upstream 

investment condition offered including lower taxes and higher 
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royality payments of the oil average of the past. However, what 

has really made the difference from the 1985 is the transmination 

of business finding, developing and lifting oil. Even though oil 

prices have came down from their high of over $~0/b in the early 

1980's, oil firm have been to achieve la~ge reduction in upstream 
r 

cost while making substantial profit in the same time. During 

1995 the increases in non-OPEC production has been 4n north sea, 
It 

particularly Norway two examples show why this is th case. The 

NNorwegian from task hydro announced last June a major up grade 

of the trol field than doubles recoverable reserves and adds in 

excess of $8 billion to the value of field. Demand for oil has 

lready been depended by the taxes imposed on p~troleum products 

in consuming countries. Whereas the price of crude oil has been 

on a generally .declined trend since l980 's, this has been not 

been fault by end user .. The imposed taxes have raised the .prices 

of the petroleum· produced in OPEC countries (other than the 

United States and Canada) to over $80/b, whereas, OPEC has he.~ 

last' with only a quarter o£ the per barrel income. T..he .r..:i .... se o£ 

the environment increment has accelerated this process. in· the 

9ast few year and given added excute to the leaving of further 

taxes. According to a com~ntary in _the May 1995 OPEC Bullitin, 

the issues of intergrati.on means for the OPEC is · the economic 

integration. It is based on promise that· economic integration can 

render the benefit faced no longer market, economise of scale and 

collective influence of power in the international economic 

field. The OPEC has reached the extend of substantial degre~ of 
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integration on the world economy especially in trade and 

commerce. 

CO-OPERATION 

In global and regional economic integ_ration the key world is 

"Cooperation" which is totally. based on mutual benefit and 

interest. The mutual interest of all partie~ both globally and 

regionally as far as concerned is amongst other things are the 

stability of oil market the oil industry .. has experienced 

tremndous upheavals over the last two decades. So far as 

evidenced is ·concerned the market prices of oil which short up 

from all time lQw of US$1 per barrel in the 1970's to over US$30 

per barrel in 1980 and then fall down again to US$8 per barrel 

duri-ng 1986. In L9'92. .. ,: the l.ess than half the level attend during 

the peak of· the crisis.· 

INTERDEPENDENCE 

In the absence of interdependence lTI the international oil 

market, where there is no meaningful integration and cooperation 

among market participant as the oil "market is global iri' nature, 

which is formepted to serve narrow interest an organic whole is 
. . 

splintered with some players seeking short term gains at the 

expenses of long term growth and stability. As the past two 

decades shown that the market i.s totally choas and short-term 

gains lead to long tern, harm, higher prices ·lead· to lowel· pl ices 

' 
and vacious ·circle of oil stFugling ~o keeps its market share ·is 
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to set in motion. It is the dichotory between the upstream and 

down stream, or the buyer and sellers weakers the market ability 

to balance itslef. In other words, without the .recongition of 

inter4ependence and conscious promotion global and regional 

integrative knowledge,_ there can be no stability in the oil 

market. 

ENERGY SECURITY 

Energy security ·is the·· heart of the global oil market and .. 
regional integrati_ve security refers to both consumer and 

producers. To consumers '"Security means the availability of 

supplies at reasonable prices to foster their economic growth and 

competativ-e-ness-". To produces a security me-ans continued acess to 

.the market oil importing countri--e-s the steady share of oil in the 

total - energy cons11mption. over the- long term ·and fair stable 

pricess at low for their sustainable development over life span 
< 

of their r-e-sources "in :::>ther words security in the oil market 

means the mutual concern of both producers and consumers. 

ISSUES OF REGIONAL BLOCKS 

Another of major importances in the '90s is the creation of 

re~ional block the US of tanada in 1990'~ wider than interest to 

include Maxico in North American free trade area and members of 

ASEAN (during 1990). In the South East Asia countries using the 

need for a ~egional trade allinces, . although this would have 

trade adv"antage it is legeally be_fore prompted., as a measure to 
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protect those countries which has hurt by creation of trading 

blocks in the north. This trend to look in word, to exclude or 

restrict externa'l trding patterns was not a heal thy in the long 

run. OPEC Secretariat and its conference hAR been, hnw 

environmental concern are global in nature, ~so too are economic 

and trade concern. Th-ese issues of access to markets· of 

restrictive quotas and internal subsides and protected industrie~ 

o{ the creation of stockpiles and waqting of resources. OPEC, 

always concerns 
o' 

about the issues of International and Regional 

Blocks and its importances to oil producers and consumes. 

OPEC can see that the oil industry concren itself about more 

than stmply pumping . oil. It has more than its fair share of 

headaches the probl-em to resolve, and it ·approaches these ·task 

thi:'ough planning_ and ·through the fostering of relation between 

all ihe parties which have a direct or indi~ect interest in this 

precious commidity. In this sense 1 OPEC serves a major role as 

one of the few focal points £or the industry. OPEC know that the 

o~ly reasonable way ·forward is to ensure sustainable development 

· around the world,· but thL this can only come when developing 

nat;ions have access to markets an<;I technology: The oil industry 

also ·needs large amount of new investment 1 which requires a 

predictable level of demand and reasonable prices in order to 

give a fair return to producers and investors. 
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If OPEC is going to solve these issues it must come together 

in sprit of· co-operation and to develop ·a dialogue which will 

help it to find a common path to enrich their lives. 
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